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W+W



W+W washbasin + WC, Singles-Pro tap, Essence unit, Luna mirror, Delight light, Select accessories.
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Designed by: Gabriele and Oscar Buratti

Re�. 893020001

Now every drop counts twice

Sustainable Technology 

All water entering the basin o� the W+W passes through 

an exclusive drainage system. Due to the special 

�ltration system p, article debris is separated out �rom the 

waste water, allowing only the liquid to pass directly into 

a small treatment tank where it is puri�ed. Each fush is 

made directly �rom this tank, which is connected to the 

WC cistern. In this way, the water supplied is clean and 

hygienic. Thanks to Roca’s revolutionary ‘water reuse 

technology’ every last drop o� this discarded water can 

now be saved and used again. 

W+W comes complete with a tap �rom the exclusive 

Singles-Pro range, a range which was born out o� the 

same need to �nd sustainable solutions that respect 

the environment. Singles-Pro with it ’s compact design 

and smooth, minimalist lines, �eatures a progressive 

cartridge where the control always starts the fow with 

cold water. As you continually turn the tap on, the fow 

changes to a mix o� hot and cold, ending the turn with 

hot water. This means that heating systems are not �red 

up unnecessarily, thereby saving energy and reducing 

CO  emissions.  Singles-Pro also includes a fow limiter 

which restricts the water fow to a maximum o� 9 litres 

per minute. The overall result is a tap that saves space, 

water and energy –  the per�ect compliment to the W+W.

W+W brings together design and sustainability by 

combining the toilet and washbasin in one single piece. 

Complemented by the Singles-Pro tap this solution is 

the logical choice �or situations where sustainability and 

design excellence are top priority.
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W+W is a unique product which combines 

�unctionality, sustainability and aesthetic 

design and has arisen �rom Roca’s 

ambition to incorporate new, unique and 

innovative solutions into the bathroom. 

This solution brings together design and 

sustainability by combining the toilet 

and washbasin in one single piece. An 

eye-catching design makes it ideal �or 

compact spaces whilst it ’s most innovative 

�eature is undoubtedly the technology 

which allows water �rom the washbasin to 

be reused to f ll the toilet cistern, a unique 

concept that Roca has brought to reality.

W+W – bridging the gap between 

sophistication and a love �or the planet.

DESIGN + SUSTAINABILITY =

W Washbasin + atercloset 

Design Award

Winner o�: 2009 Product o� the Year 

& Best Eco Product or Project 2009
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Roca – World leader in bathroom spaces

Design

Innovation

Sustainability

Roca Guarantee

For years we have anticipated �uture trends and market needs, thinking o� solutions 

that best cater �or consumers’ tastes and requirements.

We surround ourselves with the world’s f nest architects and designers, such 

as Ferrater, Chipperf eld, Moneo, Schmidt & Lackner, Herzog & de Meuron… 

We strive to o��er a design that will make your bathroom a unique space.

We have our own Innovation Lab where we experiment every day with new ideas, 

designs and materials, with the sole aim o� enhancing your bathroom experience 

and providing solutions that make your everyday li�e more com�ortable.

We love our planet and we demonstrate this every day. For this reason, our products 

are designed to incorporate advanced water and energy-saving devices that help us 

to lead a more balanced and sustainable co-existence with our environment.

All o� our products comply with specif c European and market specif c regulations 

(e.g. BS and EN) where applicable. We o��er you the f nest product with the best 

guarantee. Our goal is your total satis�action.
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